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Introduction: Mortality risk prediction is an important part of the clinical

assessment in the Stevens-Johnson syndrome and toxic epidermal necrolysis

(SJS/TEN) patient. The SCORTEN and ABCD-10 scoring systems have been

used as predictive clinical tools for assessing this risk. However, some of

the metrics required in calculating these scores, such as the total body

surface area (TBSA) involvement, are difficult to calculate. In addition, TBSA

involvement is calculated in a variety of ways and is observer dependent and

subjective. The goal of this study was to develop an alternative method to

predict mortality in patients with SJS/TEN.

Methods: Data was split into training and test datasets and preprocessed.

Models were trained using five-fold cross validation. Out of several possible

candidates, a random forests model was evaluated as being the most

robust in predictive power for this dataset. Upon feature selection, a final

random forests model was developed which was used for comparison against

SCORTEN.

Results: The differences in both accuracy (p = 0.324) and area under the

receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) (p = 0.318) between the

final random forests model and the SCORTEN and ABCD-10 models were

not statistically significant. As such, this alternative method performs similarly

to SCORTEN while only requiring simple laboratory tests from the day of

admission.

Discussion: This new alternative can make the mortality prediction process

more efficient, along with providing a seamless implementation of the patient

laboratory tests directly into the model from existing electronic health record

(EHR) systems. Once the model was developed, a web application was built

to deploy the model which integrates with the Epic EHR system on the
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Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) Application Programming

Interface (API); this only requires the patient medical record number and a

date of the lab tests as parameters. This model ultimately allows clinicians

to calculate patient mortality risk with only a few clicks. Further studies are

needed for validation of this tool.

KEYWORDS

Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) and toxic epidermal necrolysis (TEN) (SJS/TEN),
machine learning, random forest (bagging) and machine learning, SCORTEN score,
mortality risk, ABCD

Introduction

Stevens-Johnson syndrome (SJS) and toxic epidermal
necrolysis (TEN) are both mucocutaneous diseases that result
in blistering and desquamation of the skin and mucous
membranes (1, 2). The distinction between SJS and TEN is based
upon the amount of skin involvement. Epidermal detachment
less than 10% is considered SJS, while that between 10–30% is
considered SJS-TEN overlap, and skin involvement greater than
30% is classified as TEN (3). While the exact etiology of SJS/TEN
is not well understood, most cases occur as hypersensitivity
reactions from the use of certain medications and can be life-
threatening (4, 5).

The SCORTEN scoring system was developed in 2000 as a
severity-of-illness score for SJS/TEN and has since been used for
predicting mortality for individuals with SJS/TEN. The model
uses seven independent risk factors to predict mortality. These
include age > 40 years, heart rate > 120 beats per minute,
cancer/hematologic malignancy, TBSA involvement (TBSAI) at
day 1 > 10%, serum urea level > 28 mmol/L, serum bicarbonate
level < 20 mmol/L, and serum glucose levels > 14 mmol/L.
Presence of these risk factors indicates a higher mortality risk
for the patient (6). While still an important parameter clinically,
predictors such as TBSAI can be difficult to assess accurately
for various reasons including the subjectivity in calculating
TBSAI, the various methods that are used to calculate it, and
delays in transfer to a burn unit or hospital which manages
SJS/TEN patients.

In addition to the SCORTEN scoring system, another risk
prediction model known as ABCD-10 has been developed
recently for assessing mortality risk in patients with SJS/TEN
(7). This model uses five independent risk factors for mortality
prediction: age > 50 years, epidermal detachment > 10% TBSA,
serum bicarbonate level < 20 mmol/L, cancer malignancy,
and ongoing dialysis (7). Cancer malignancy and ongoing
dialysis are associated with greater degrees of risk according
to the model (7). The ABCD-10 model still requires further
validation; however, preliminary studies seem to show that
SCORTEN performs similarly or better than the ABCD-10
model (8, 9).

Due to the vast amount of clinical data that can
now be collected through electronic health record (EHR)
systems, machine learning (ML), and artificial intelligence (AI)
techniques have come into greater use recently to improve
clinical decision making (10). The random forests classifier is
a ML technique that was developed in 2001 and employs a
combination of decision tree classifiers to allow for greater
generalization and reduced noise (11). The algorithm has been
validated in a number of studies including those on early
glaucoma detection with spectral-domain optical coherence
tomography (12), classification of melanocytic lesions using
dermoscopic images (13), breast cancer diagnosis (14), and
prediction of stroke outcome (15).

The purpose of this study was to develop an alternative
model to SCORTEN which uses laboratory results to serve
as a simpler way to predict mortality and that can be easily
incorporated into existing EHR systems. Since the random
forest classifier has proven useful in other medical contexts, it
was a natural choice when seeking to build an alternative to
the SCORTEN model.

Materials and methods

Obtaining the data

Access to a database of individuals diagnosed with SJS/TEN
was obtained (n = 452). All data were collected and managed
using Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap). Data
collected included demographics (Table 1) and lab values. Lab
values relevant to the SCORTEN and ABCD-10 scoring systems
(Table 2) were collected as well as 96 labs values unique to
this study. Data samples were taken from patients who had
an acute SJS/TEN episode that required admission to a Mass
General Brigham hospital. All laboratory tests used for training
the model were taken upon admission. Patients who did not
have laboratory tests upon admission were not included in the
study. There were a total of 192 patients who met these criteria.
Laboratory test data were collected for these patients which
included 96 unique values. The laboratory test data for these
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156 patients were then split into training (n = 156) and test
(n = 36) datasets to be used for building and validating the
model. Demographic data of both the training and test dataset
can be found in Table 1.

Data pre-processing

Categorical data were split using one-hot encoding, and
missing values for categorical data were imputed with the mode.
The remaining missing values in the training dataset were
handled using k-nearest neighbors imputation (k = 3).

Model training

A number of different types of classifiers were initially
tested on the dataset using five-fold cross validation. The
implementation of all classifiers was carried out using the sci-kit
learn Python library. These included support-vector machine
(SVM), logistic regression, ridge regression, decision tree, and
random forest classifiers (RFC) models. The laboratory data
were fed into the model, and the ground truth corresponded to
whether the patient had died during the acute SJS/TEN episode
or survived. Upon cross validation, it was found that an RFC
was the most robust in predictive power and was then used for
the remainder of the study. Cross validation was then performed
again to find the best hyperparameter set for an RFC model that
was trained on the full set of predictors. The top five predictors
on the training set of this model were found, and the remaining
RFCs were trained using only this subset of predictors. This
subset of predictors in order of importance were: nucleated red
blood cell (NRBC) number, total bilirubin, prothrombin time
(PT), white blood cells (WBC), and red blood cells (RBC). The
data were pre-processed again in the same manner as the full
dataset with this subset of predictors to ensure past predictors
were not affecting the newer model. Because the dataset was
quite imbalanced, with there being fewer deceased patients than
living patients due to the mortality rate of SJS/TEN, various
techniques were used to account for this. RFC models were
trained on a dataset with no imbalance correction, upsampling
of the data, and downsampling of the data. Imbalance correction
was carried out using the imblearn library. Upsampling yielded
the RFC model with the greatest accuracy when trained on the
subset of predictors.

Deploying the application

Once the model was trained, it was deployed into a clinician
facing web app using Flask and Python along with Epic on
FHIR API. By integrating Epic on FHIR API, clinicians can
enter the MRN of the patient and the date for the lab tests that

they wish to use to input into the model. If relevant lab tests
were collected on that date, the model will output a mortality
score. The deployment of the model in a web app paired with
integration of the Epic on FHIR API makes the use of this
mortality prediction system extremely simple.

95% CI = A ± 1.96SE(A)

Statistical analysis

Accuracy between the SCORTEN and RFC models were
compared using a paired t-test. Area under the receiver
operating curve (AUROC) were compared using the method
outlined by Hanley and McNeil (16). The 95% confidence
interval was calculated as follows:

95% CI = A ± 1.96SE(A)

Where A is the AUROC and SE is the standard error of the
AUROC. The SE was determined as follows:

SE (AUROC) =√
A (1− A)+

(
np − 1

) (
Q1− A2

)
+ (nn − 1)

(
Q2− A2

)
Np ∗ Nn

Where np is the number of positive cases in the test set
(which corresponds to individuals who were deceased after
the acute SJS/TEN episode) and nn is the number of negative
test cases in the test set (which denotes the individuals who
remained alive).

Q1 and Q2 were determined as follows:

Q1 =
A

2−A
, Q2 =

2 ∗ A2

1+A

Where Q1 is the probability that two randomly chosen
samples of deceased individuals will both be ranked with greater
suspicion than a randomly chosen living individual and Q2 is
the probability that one randomly chosen deceased individual
will be ranked with greater suspicion than two randomly chosen
living individuals.

Results

SCORTEN and ABCD score breakdowns can be found in
Table 2. For the testing data, the accuracy, AUROC, specificity,
and sensitivity for the SCORTEN model were 0.833, 0.688 (95%
CI, 0.45–0.92), 0.931, and 0.429, respectively. For the RFC
model, the accuracy, AUROC, specificity, and sensitivity were
0.889, 0.842 (95% CI, 0.65–1.03), 1.0, and 0.429, respectively.
For the ABCD model, the accuracy, AUROC, specificity, and
sensitivity were 0.778, 0.574 (95% CI, 0.33–0.82), 0.966, and
0.0. These results have been summarized in Tables 3, 4. The
differences in both accuracy (p = 0.324) and AUROC (p = 0.318)
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TABLE 1 Demographics of training and test datasets.

Training dataset Testing dataset

Demographics Survived to discharge
(n = 129)

Died in the hospital
(n = 27)

Survived to discharge
(n = 29)

Died in the hospital
(n = 7)

Female, no. 71 9 14 5

Age (mean) 46 60 44 66

Hispanic or Latino 6 0 4 0

Race

White 83 15 16 6

Black 18 6 3 0

Asian 10 2 2 0

Other 1 0 0 0

Unknown/Not reported 17 4 8 1

were not statistically significant when comparing SCORTEN to
the RFC model. Differences in accuracy (0.083) and AUROC
(0.091) were not statistically significant for ABCD-10 versus the
RFC model as well. The five features used to train this algorithm
in order of importance were: NRBC count, total bilirubin, PT,
WBC count, and RBC count (LOINC codes: 771-6, 42,719-5,
5,902-2, 6,690-2, and 789-8, respectively). The ROC curves can
be seen in Figure 1.

The model was then deployed on a web server using the Epic
on FHIR API. An example of an integrated SJS/TEN Mortality
Predictor is shown in Figure 2.

Discussion

The medical community has progressed significantly in
its understanding of SJS/TEN but mortality rates continue
to remain high at 10–34% (3). Accurate assessment of

TABLE 2 SCORTEN and ABCD scores for testing data.

Testing data Survived (n = 29) Died (n = 7)

SCORTEN at admission

Age > 40 17 6

HR > 120 5 1

BSA > 10% 10 4

Cancer 4 2

Serum BUN > 28 mg/dL 4 3

Serum glucose > 252 mg/dL 1 0

Serum bicarbonate < 20 mmol/L 10 2

Mean SCORTEN score 1.76 2.57

ABCD at admission

Age > 50 14 4

BSA > 10% 10 4

Cancer 4 2

Serum bicarbonate < 20 mmol/L 10 2

Dialysis 1 0

Mean ABCD-10 score 1.55 2.00

mortality risk is important in disease prognostication,
management, and patient/family provider discussions. It is
unclear whether systemic treatments beyond supportive care
improve mortality, but there has been recent interest in various
immunomodulatory therapies in reducing mortality risk (3).
Determining the effectiveness of these potential treatments for
different risk cohorts requires accurate and precise mortality
risk measurement. Patient and family counseling also heavily
relies on mortality risk assessment.

This mortality risk is traditionally calculated with the
SCORTEN, a prognostic score which predicts in-hospital
mortality during acute SJS/TEN. A high SCORTEN score may
also be a risk factor for death after discharge (17). SCORTEN
is also often used as a benchmark against which mortality after
treatments and interventions are compared.

The SCORTEN model uses seven independent risk factors
upon admission to predict mortality: age > 40 years, heart
rate > 120 beats per minute, cancer/hematologic malignancy,
TBSA involvement > 10%, serum urea level > 28 mmol/L,

TABLE 3 SCORTEN versus random forest performance.

SCORTEN Random forest P-value

Accuracy 0.833 0.889 0.324

AUROC 0.688 0.842 0.318

Specificity 0.931 1.000

Sensitivity 0.429 0.429

TABLE 4 ABCD versus random forest performance.

ABCD Random forest P-value

Accuracy 0.778 0.889 0.083

AUROC 0.574 0.842 0.091

Specificity 0.966 1.000

Sensitivity 0.000 0.429
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FIGURE 1

A graph depicting receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves
for random forest, SCORTEN, and ABCD-10 scoring systems.

serum bicarbonate level < 20 mmol/L, and serum glucose
levels > 14 mmol/L. The most difficult to calculate of these is
the TBSA. For SCORTEN, an exact degree of TBSA involvement
isn’t required, but rather, an assessment of TBSA involvement
as less than or greater than 10%. Values significantly lower
or higher than 10% are easily calculated and categorized, but
those closer to 10% are difficult to categorize as measurement
of TBSAI is highly observer dependent and subjective, and there
are a variety of methods used to determine the TBSA involved.
Furthermore, a single TBSAI measurement does not take into
account progressive epidermal loss and TBSAI may be more
sensitive to change over time as compared to other risk variables
(17). Other alternatives to SCORTEN have been proposed; the
most popular being ABCD-10 which stands for age, bicarbonate,
cancer, dialysis, 10% BSA. Studies comparing the accuracy of
SCORTEN and ABCD-10 have largely found SCORTEN to be
superior or equivalent to ABCD-10 (18–20). ABCD-10, like
SCORTEN, also requires calculation of TBSAI.

While TBSAI remains a clinically important tool,
particularly in determining fluid resuscitation and management,
it may not need to be used as a variable in a mortality risk
prediction model as demonstrated by this pilot study. Another
model of mortality risk prediction, described in 2021, uses the
red cell distribution width to hemoglobin ratio as categorical
measurements and found this alone to be comparable to the
SCORTEN scoring system (21).

In addition to the difficulty in calculating TBSAI, a
common criticism of both the SCORTEN and ABCD-10, is that
they simplify continuous and dynamic biologic measurements
into dichotomous variables, losing a significant amount of
information, particularly in the skin assessment which does not
take morphology or location into account (18).

While our proposed RFC model does not account for
dynamic biologic measurements over time, the use of several
continuous variables that are automatically pulled may allow
for greater accuracy in mortality risk prediction, better

prognostication over time, and may prove useful as a daily
monitoring tool. None of the current scoring systems takes into
account the time point after disease onset when a patient was
admitted, as all variables are collected within 24 h of admission,
with no regard to disease onset. It is unclear how much of an
effect admission delay has on the accuracy of scoring systems.
A 2006 study found that delay-adjusted SCORTEN scores
were comparable to crude scores but that there was significant
difference in score between days 1 and 4 (19). Another study
showed that SCORTEN and ABCD-10 performed differently
depending on when after admission data were collected (20).
Our model also does not take time point into account; however,
we believe that the use of only lab values as continuous variables
may allow for stability over time. We plan to study this in
the near future.

In our model, the top five predictors in order of importance
were NRBC count, total bilirubin, PT, WBC count, and RBC
count. These values from day of admission were the only ones
used in the RFC model and are easily calculated and standard
of care. The deployment of the model using a web server
demonstrates the ease of use when implementing this alternative
method. Using the Epic on FHIR API for pulling EHR data
from patients in existing healthcare systems, a web app was
built that allows clinicians to log in with their Epic credentials.
By inputting the MRN of the patient in question and the date
of the laboratory tests which they would like to use, the web
app is able to use the Epic on FHIR API to pull the necessary
laboratory tests and output a predicted probability score for the
mortality of the patient using the RFC trained above. Such an
application can prove useful in a clinical setting by allowing
clinicians to easily, accurately, and quickly predict mortality
for patients with SJS/TEN and decide on a course of action
for the patient’s treatment. These objective measures can also
prove useful in both prospective and retrospective research
studying the effect of treatments on mortality. Furthermore,
interobserver discrepancies in TBSAI would not affect the
calculated mortality risk.

FIGURE 2

Deployment interface for web application.
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While further validation of this model needs to be done
on larger datasets and in a prospective manner, the similar
performance between the SCORTEN and our RFC model
indicates that the RFC model may be utilized as an alternative to
SCORTEN in the future. Furthermore, given that the RFC model
relies only on objective data that can be gleaned from patient
laboratory tests, the RFC model may be put into use more simply
than other methods.

Limitations

The main limitation in this study was the sample size.
The sample size in this study is significant given how rare
SJS/TEN is and the single-center nature of this study, but
ML models perform best with larger datasets. This pilot study
demonstrates the potential utility of this RFC model as a
proof of concept but should be tested on larger datasets with
multicenter involvement. We plan to conduct these larger
studies in the future to further validate and improve the model
before implementing it in any clinical settings.

Furthermore, due to disease progression for some SJS/TEN
patients, mortality predictions may change as time progresses.
Due to the retroactive nature of the data collection, the time
points of mortality risk calculation were not standardized.
However, most patients had the necessary data to calculate risk
at the day of admission so this was the only time point used in
this study. Future improvements to the model include factoring
in various time points during the patient’s treatment period in
a prospective fashion for predicting patient mortality over a
longer period of time, including after discharge.
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